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In Strong Advocate, Thomas Strong, one of the most successful trial lawyers in Missouri's history,

chronicles his adventures as a contemporary personal injury attorney. Though the profession is held

in low esteem by the general public, Strong entered the field with the right motives: to help victims

who have been injured by defective products or through the negligence of others. As a

twelve-year-old in rural southwest Missouri during the Great Depression, Strong bought a cow, then

purchased others as he could afford them, and eventually financed his education with the milk he

sold. After graduating law school and serving in the Army's Counter Intelligence Corps, he rejected

offers to practice in New York and San Francisco and returned to his hometown of Springfield.
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No question that the Author was a very successful lawyer, but the book would be more credible if it

had contained some less anticipated events experienced as a trial lawyer. There were some

grammatical mistakes that would not show up on a spell check.

This autobiography would be interesting to anyone who knew the area he writes about, S.W.MO

and Springfield MO in particular.

As a resident of the area for years, I have seen and heard of many wonderful contributions to

Springfield and the State of Missouri by the author, Mr. Strong. His books only adds more depth and



warmth to the persona of a man of high stature in our state. Such humility and competitiveness

rolled into one make this book a thought provoking and quick read - hard to put down until the end.

It was truly a pleasure getting to know Mr. Strong through his book and the accomplishments he has

made to his clients and the legal community.

I felt happy learning of circumstances where right triumphs over negligence and greed. This book

lifts my mind. It is the unique story of a determined and courageous defender of fairness. For once

you can set aside the snide jokes about attorneys. Here, they do not apply.

This is a TREMENDOUS READ! As a first year law student it gave me motivation and hope for an

amazing future and career. Thomas Strong truly inspires and shows what it takes to become a great

lawyer. Very inspirational! Have read the book TWICE in a week!

This was a great read! I found myself incredibly engaged in the stories feeling as if I was there.

Laughed, cried and learned.

Funny, sad, and historical. More than a book about the evolution of personal injury law, a book

about success as a person as well as an attorney. This book is an example of the American dream

and what hard work and a passion for justice can produce.

Love the drama and the humour as they unfold in the narration of Mr. Strong's personal and

professional life. Love to listen to this audio book again.
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